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ABSTRACT. We give a comparison theorem for eigenvalues for a (k,n — k)-

conjugate boundary value problem for the systems ( — l)n~kLy = \P(t)y and

(—l)"~kLz = AQ(t)z, where P(t) and Q(t) are continuous m x m matrix

functions. We assume that the corresponding scalar equation Lx = 0 is (j, n —

j)-disconjugate for k — 1 < j < n — 1. A special case of this is when Lx = 0 is

disconjugate; our results are new even in this case.

1. Introduction. We are concerned with proving comparison theorems for the

eigenvalue problems

(1) (-l)n-kLy = XP(t)y

and

(2) (-l)n-kLz = AQ(t)z

subject to the boundary conditions

y«fa)=0,    0<«<*-l,

7/w(è) = 0,    0<i<n-*-l.

Here, l<fc<n — 1,P and Q are continuous mxm matrix functions on [a, b], and

Ly(t) = J2^(t)y{%)(t)
i=0

where a¿(£), 0 < i < n, are continuous scalar functions on [a,b] with an(t) > 0 on

[a,b].

In this paper, we prove existence and comparison theorems for the least positive

eigenvalues of (1), (3) and (2), (3), respectively. The methods used depend on the

theory of operators on a cone; the books of Krasnosel'skiï [6] and Deimling [1] are

good references. Related papers include those of Gentry and Travis [2], Keener and

Travis [4, 5], Kreith [7], Schmitt and Smith [10], Smith [11], Tomastik [13], and
the authors [3].
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Typically, "positivity" conditions are placed on P(t) and Q(t) in order that

related operators be Tin-positive. This leads to existence and comparison theorems

for the least positive eigenvalues. In addition, we show how these requirements can

be relaxed and still obtain existence and comparison results.

2. Auxiliary results.  We say that the scalar equation

n

Lx = ^ai(t)x^ =0

1=0

is (j, n — j)-disconjugate on [a, b] provided there is no nontrivial solution x(t) and

numbers a < a < ß < b such that

z(i)(tv) = 0,    0<i<j-l,

x{i)(ß) = 0,    0<i<n-j-l.

We say that Lx = 0 is disconjugate on an interval I if no nontrivial solution has n

or more zeros (counting multiplicities) on /.

It is well known [8] that Lx = 0 is (j, n — y)-disconjugate on an interval J if L is

of the form

Lx = Mx + r(t)x,    (-l)n~jr(t)>0     on I

where Mx — 0 is any nth order linear disconjugate equation on I (with leading

coefficient positive).

We will assume that the scalar equation Lx = 0 is (j, n-j)-disconjugate on [a, b]

for j — k — 1,..., n — 1 (if k = 1, we assume Lx = 0 is disconjugate on [a, b]). It is

well known that if Lx = 0 is disconjugate on [a, b] then this condition is satisfied.

If k > 2, then the converse need not hold. Our results appear to be new even in

the disconjugate case. By Theorem 11 of [9], it follows that the Green's function

G(t, s) for the scalar problem

(-l)n~kLx = h(t)

x(¿)(a)=0,    0 < * < fe — 1,

x(i)(6) = 0,    0<7<n-fc-l,

exists, and satisfies the positivity condition

(4) G(t,s)>0,    t,sG(a,b).

We now give several definitions as given in [6] which we will use in this paper.

Let S be a Banach space. A closed nonempty subset P oí B is said to be a cone

provided

(i) if u, v G P then au + ßv G P for all a, ß > 0,

(ii)  if u, — u G P then u = 0.

A cone P is said to be reproducing provided every w G B can be written w = u — v

for some u,v G P. A cone P is solid provided its interior P° is nonempty. Every

solid cone is reproducing (see [6]). If P is a cone and u,v G B then we write u < v

with respect to P provided v — u G P. lî M and A are operators on B, then we

write M < N with respect to P provided Mu < Nu for all u G P. Finally we say

that a bounded linear operator M on S is uo-positive with respect to the cone P
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provided Uo G P and for every nonzero u G P there exist positive numbers fci and

k2 (which in general depend on u) such that fciTtn < Mu < k2uo with respect to P.

We will make use of the following results which we state here for easy reference.

The first is Theorem 2.5 of Krasnosel'skiï [6].

THEOREM 1. Let L be a linear compact operator which leaves the cone P in-

variant. Assume there is a u G B and an s > 0 with —u £ P and u = v — w for

some v,w G P such that Lpu > eu for some natural number p. Then L has at least

one eigenvector xn in P : Lxq = AnXn, where the eigenvalue An satisfies An > {ß-

COROLLARY 1. Assume in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1 that P is

reproducing. Then one of the eigenvalues of L corresponding to an eigenvector in

P is an upper bound for the modulus of the eigenvalues of L.

Theorems 2.5, 2.10, 2.11, and 2.13 of Krasnosel'skiï [6] give the following theo-

rem.

THEOREM 2. Let P be a reproducing cone. If L is a compact un -positive linear

operator then L has an essentially unique eigenvector in P and the corresponding

eigenvalue is simple, positive, and larger than the modulus of any other eigenvalue.

The following theorem appears in Keener and Travis [4, Theorem 2.3] and is a

generalization of Theorem 2.3 of Travis [14].

THEOREM 3. Let L and M be bounded linear operators and assume that at least

one of the operators is uo-positive. If L < M and

Lu!>XiUi    (0#iti G P,Xi >0),

Mu2 < X2u2    (0¿u2G P, X2 > 0),

then Ai < X2, and if Xi = X2 then tíi is a scalar multiple 0/7x2.

For related statements of these results of Krasnosel'skiï, see Theorems 2.1-2.4

[10].

3. Main results. Define the Banach space B by

B ={yGCn([a,b],Rm) :yw(o) = 0, 0 < i < k - 1,

î/w(6) = 0, 0<*'<n-jfc-l}

where

II2/H = max{\y^(t)\ : t G [a, b], 0 < i < n}

and I - I is the Euclidean norm. Let K be a solid cone in Rm, and define the cone

P in B by
P = {yGB: y(t)GK, a<t<b}.

Except for a few of our general results, we will be interested in the special type

of solid cone Ki defined below. As in Tomastik's paper [13], let I,JÇ{1,..., m)

be such that lo J = {l,...,m} and ID J = 0 (I = 0 or J = 0 is permissible).

Define the cone /C, ç Rm by

Ki = {y = (yi, ■■ ■, î/m) : Vi > 0 if i G I, yi < 0 if * G J}.
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Throughout this paper assume o¿ = 1 if » € /, and 6i — -1 iî i G J. Note that

y G Ki iff (5¿2/¿ > 0, 0 < 7 < m. Then define the cone Pi in S by

Pi = {yGB:y(t)GKi, tG[a,b]}.

We remark that it is not true that the interior of the cone P is the set {y G

B : y(t) G K° for t G (a, b)}, although this type of oversight appears in some of the

literature. Keep this in mind when reading the proof of Theorem 4 below.

Define operators M and N on B by

Mu(t) = /   G(t,s)P(s)u(s)ds,    tG[a,b],
Ja

Nu(t) = j   G(t,s)Q(s)u(s)ds,    t G [a,b].
Ja

It is clear that M and N are linear, and a standard argument using Ascoli's Theorem

shows that they are compact operators.

REMARK 1. If A t¿ 0 is an eigenvalue of M with corresponding eigenvector y,

then y is an eigenfunction of (1), (3) with corresponding eigenvalue 1/A. Note that

A = 0 is not an eigenvalue for (1), (3) since Lx = 0 is (k,n — fc)-disconjugate on

[a,b].

THEOREM 4. Assume Q(t)K Ç K for t G [a,b], and for each nontrivial u in

P, there exists tu G [a,b] such that Q(tu)u(tu) G K°. Then the boundary value

problem (2), (3) has a smallest positive eigenvalue An, and An is smaller than the

modulus of any other eigenvalue of (2), (3). Further, there is an essentially unique

eigenfunction zo(t) corresponding to An and either zq G P° or —zq G P°.

PROOF.   We will show that N: P \ {0} -> P°. Let 0 ¿ u G P and define h by

h(t)=Nu(t)= j   G(t,s)Q(s)u(s)ds.
Ja

It follows (see Lemma 2.3 of [5]) from (4) and the assumptions on Q(t) that

h(t)GK°,    tG(a,b).

As we pointed out earlier, this does not imply that h G P°. To see that h G P°, we

will assume that h £ P° and show that this leads to a contradiction.

Since h £ P°, there is a sequence {y3} Ç B such that y3 —► h in B and y3 ^ P,

j > 1. Then there is a tj G [a,b] such that y3(tj) £ K for each j > 1. Without

loss of generality, we can assume tj —► in where in G [a,b]. If in G (a,b), then

yHtj) ~* M*o) € rC° implies that for sufficiently large j, y3(tj) G K° which is a

contradiction.

The only possibilities that remain are that in = a or in = b. We now use two

other (in addition to (4)) very important properties of G(t, s) which were established

in [9]; these are

(5) Gw(a,s)>0,    sG[a,b),

(6) (-l)n-fcG("-fc)(M) > 0,    s G (a,b].

Since

hw(a)= f G{k)(a,s)Q(s)u(s)ds
Ja
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it follows from (5) that

(7) h^(a)GK°.

Similarly, using (6) it follows that

(8) (-l)n-*/»ln-fc)(6)6/C°.

By Taylor's theorem about t = a applied to the components y? of y3, we get

that

y3(t3) = {yi)W(a)&^- + R&j,..., U) %+Ç

where

/ (yl){k+1)(tu) \

Ryziji • • • i Çmj) = ;

where a < &j < tj, 1 < i < m, j > 1. Since

¿(tj) =
(tj - a)

k\
(l^)w(a)+A(íii,...,U-)

(tj - a)

k + 1

(y3)W(a) r-> hW(a) G K°, and i?(6j, • • •, Uj) ~* h^k+^(a) as j -* oo, it follows

that y3(tj) G K° for j sufficiently large, which is a contradiction. Hence in i1 a-

Similarly, if ¿o — ó; then we use (8) and apply Taylor's theorem to the components

of y3 to get a similar contradiction. Hence N: P \ {0} —► P°. (Note that if we

did not assume the zero conditions at 6 in the definition of B, then our proof of

A: P \ {0} -► P° breaks down here.)

Since N: P \ {0} —► P°, P° is nonempty. Therefore P is a solid cone and

hence a reproducing cone in B. Pick u0 € P°. Then N: P \ {0} —» P° implies A

is Uo-positive with respect to P. The proof of this last statement appears in [5,

p. 253]. For completeness we repeat this argument here. Since Ati G P°, we have

for sufficiently small fci > 0 that Ait — fci un G P. On the other hand 7j0 G P° so for

k2 > 0 sufficiently large, u0 — Nu/k2 G P. It follows that /cittn < Au < fc2un with

respect to P, and so A is a un-positive operator. The conclusions of this theorem

then follow from Theorem 2 and the 7i0-positivity of A.

Corollary 2. Iffori< i,j < m,

Qij(t)Si6j > 0,     t G [a,b],

and qij is not identically zero on any subinterval of [a,b], then the boundary value

problem (2), (3) has a smallest positive eigenvalue An, and An is smaller than the

modulus of any other eigenvalue of (2), (3). Further, there is an essentially unique

eigenfunction zc¡(t) corresponding to An and either zq or —zq is in P£, Hence,

without loss of generality

ài(zo(t))i > 0,    í 6 (a, b), l<i<m,

where (zn(í))¿ is the ith component of zq(í).

PROOF. We will apply the above theorem with K = Ki and P = Pi. It suffices

to show that Q(t)Ki Ç Ki for t G [a,b], and for each 0 ^ u G Pi, there exists

tu G [a, b] such that Q(tu)u(tu) G K^.
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Let v G Ki. Then <5¿tj¿ > 0, 1 < i < m, and hence

m

6i(Q(t)v)i = \~]ôi6jqij(t)6jVj > 0,    t G [a,b], 1 < i < m.

j=i

Hence Q(t)Ki Ç /Ci. If 0 ^ u G Pi, then there is a íi G [a, b] and a, jo G {1,... ,m}

such that Sj0UjQ(ti) > 0. Pick tu sufficiently close to ¿i such that Ôj0Uj0(tu) > 0

and 6i6j0qij0(tu) > 0, 1 < i < m. Then

m

&i(Q(tu)u(tu))i = /, ôjojqij (tu)SjUj (tu)

j=i

> aiej0qij0(tu)8j0Uj0(tu) > 0

for 1 < i < m. It follows that Q(tu)u(tu) G K% and the proof is complete.

THEOREM 5. Assume P(t) and Q(t) satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4 and

that P(t) < Q(t) with respect to K, t G [a,b]. Then the smallest positive eigenvalues

An and An of (1), (3) and (2), (3), respectively, satisfy An < An. Furthermore, if

An = An then

P(t)z0(t) = Q(t)z0(t),    tG[a,b],

where zo(t) is as in Theorem 4.

PROOF. By the proof of Theorem 4, M and A are wn-positive with respect to

P. Further, by Theorem 4, the smallest positive eigenvalues An and An exist.

It is easy to see that P(t) < Q(t) with respect to K, t G [a,b], implies that

M < N with respect to P. The conclusions of this theorem follow easily from

Theorem 3.

For the cone /Ci, we can weaken the conditions on P(t) by employing Theorem 1

and Corollary 1. This will enable us to prove more general results. Even in the

case Lx = x(") we believe that these results are new.

LEMMA l.   Assume

(9) Ptf(Wi>0,    tG[a,b],

1 5: i,j < m> and there is a to G [a, b] and an io G {1,..., m} such that

(10) ploto(t0)>0.

Then the eigenvalue problem (1), (3) has a least positive eigenvalue An which is a

lower bound on the modulus of all eigenvalues of(l), (3). Furthermore, there is an

eigenfunction yo(t) corresponding to An such that

¿,(2/o(i))i >0,    tG[a,b], l<i<m.

PROOF.   Let uG Pi and consider

Mu(t)= f G(t,s)P(s)u(s)ds.
Ja

It follows that
¡■b m

6i(Mu)t(t) — /   G(i,s)Y^ 6l6jplj(s)SjU:j(s)ds.
J(i j=l
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Hence

6i(Mu)i(t) > 0,    tG [a, b], 1 < t < m,

and we have that M : Pi —► Pi.

In order to apply Theorem 1, we now show that there is a w G Pi and an e0 > 0

such that Mw ^ Eqw with respect to the cone P\. To this end, define w by

w(t) = (t - a)k(b - t)n-k6ioeio,    a<t<b,

where e¿0 is the unit vector in Rm in the ¿n direction. Note that

fb
6lo(Mw)io(t) = /   G(t,s)6io6ioPioio(s)(s-a)k(b-s)n-kds>0

Ja

for t G (a,b) follows from (9) and (10). Using (5) and (6), it is easy to show that

6io(Mw)\k)(a)>0,

(-l)n-k6io(Mw)%-k\b)>0.

Hence (Mw)i0 (t) has a zero of exact order k at a and a zero of exact order n — k

at b. But Wi0 (t) satisfies

6iowio(t)>0,    tG(a,b),

K,«(a)=0,    0<«'<*-l,

w${b) = 0,    0<i<n-k-l,

6low¡kJ(a) > 0,    (-l)n-kStow¡rk)(b) > °-

It follows that for £n > 0 sufficiently small

6io(Mw)i0(t) > e0Siowio(t),    t G [a,b].

Then it is easy to see that Mw > Eqw with respect to the cone Pi. By Theorem 1,

Corollary 1, and Remark 1, the conclusions of this lemma follow.

THEOREM 6. In addition to the assumption that the scalar equation Lx = 0 is

(j,n — j)-disconjugate on [a,b], k — 1 < j < n — 1, assume

(a) there is an i'o G {1,..., m} and t0 G [a, b] such that pi0i0 (to) > 0,

(b) 0 < pij(t)6i6j < qij(t)6i6j, t G [a,b], 1 < i,j < m, and qij ^ 0 on any

(nondegenerate) subinterval of [a,b], 1 < i,j < m.

Then there exists a smallest positive eigenvalue An (which is a lower bound for the

modulus of the eigenvalues) of(l), (3) and a corresponding eigenvector yo(t) where

yo € Pi. The eigenvalue problem (2), (3) has a smallest positive eigenvalue An

(which is less than the modulus of any other eigenvalue of (2), (3)) and a corre-

sponding essentially unique eigenfunction 2n(t). We can pick zq G Pf, and then

zo(t) satisfies

(11) 6i(z0)i(t) >0,    t G (a,b), 1 < 7 < m.

Furthermore, A0 < An, and A0 = An iff P(t) = Q(t) for t G [a,b].

PROOF. By Lemma 1, An and yn exist as in the statement of the theorem. By

Corollary 2, the eigenvalue problem (2), (3) has a smallest positive eigenvalue An

and corresponding to An there is an essentially unique eigenvector zo, and either
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z0 G Pi or —zq G Pi.   Pick 2n G Pi.   It can be shown that M < N.   Hence by

Theorem 3, we get that An < An-

Now assume A0 = A0. Then by Theorem 3, yo(t) and zo(t) are linearly dependent

on [a, b]. It follows from (1) and (2) that

P(t)z0(t)=Q(t)z0(t),    tG[a,b].

Hence for 1 < i < m,

m

J2llij(t) - Pij(t)](zo)j(t) =0,    íe [a,b].
j=i

Then
m

X)[(ft¿M - Pij(t)Wj]Sj(zo)j{t) = o.
j=i

Since z0 satisfies (11) and condition (b) holds, we get that

Pu(t) = Qij(t),    tG(a,b), 1 < i,j < m.

By continuity, it follows that P(t) = Q(t) on the closed interval [a,b].
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